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LAS August 2012 Headlines:
Paisley Caves yield 13,000-year old Western Stemmed points, more human
DNA
Archaeological work in Oregon's Paisley Caves has found evidence that Western Stemmed
projectile points -- darts or thrusting spearheads -- were present at least 13,200 calendar years ago
during or before the Clovis culture in western North America.
Phys.Org, July 12, 2012 (Provided by the University of Oregon)
In a paper in the July 13 issue of Science, researchers from 13 institutions lay out their findings, which
also include substantial new documentation, including "blind-test analysis" by independent labs, that
confirms the human DNA pulled earlier from human coprolites (dried feces) and reported in Science (May 9,
2008) dates to the same time period.
The new conclusions are based on 190 radiocarbon dates of artifacts, coprolites, bones and sagebrush
twigs meticulously removed from well-stratified layers of silt in the ancient caves. Absent from the Paisley
Caves, said the project's lead researcher Dennis L. Jenkins of the University of Oregon's Museum of
Natural and Cultural History, is diagnostic evidence of the Clovis culture such as the broad, concave-based,
fluted Clovis projectile points.
The radiocarbon dating of the Western Stemmed projectiles to potentially pre-Clovis times, Jenkins said,
provides new information in the decades-old debate that the two point-production technologies overlapped
in time and may have developed separately. It suggests that Clovis may have arisen in the Southeastern
United States and moved west, while the Western Stemmed tradition began, perhaps earlier, in the West
and moved east.
One example, he said, is the discovery of Clovis points below Western Stemmed points at Hell Gap,
Wyo. While this example suggests that Clovis was older in that location than Western Stemmed, the new
Paisley Caves evidence indicates that Western Stemmed are at least the same age as Clovis (about
12,800-13,000 years old) in the northern Great Basin of Oregon -- about 1,000 miles west of Hell Gap.
At least three other Western sites -- Cooper's Ferry in Idaho and Nevada's Smith Creek Cave and
Bonneville Estates Rockshelter -- also contain only Western Stemmed points in deposits of this age.
"From our dating, it appears to be impossible to derive Western Stemmed points from a proto- Clovis
tradition," Jenkins said. "It suggests that we may have here in the Western United States a tradition that is
at least as old as Clovis, and quite possibly older. We seem to have two different traditions co-existing in the
United States that did not blend for a period of hundreds of years."
The origin of humans in the Americas has long suggested early migration out of Siberia and eastern
Asia, very possibly across a temporary land bridge between Russia and Alaska. In more recent years,
Jenkins' UO colleague Jon Erlandson has been building evidence -- a lot of it emerging from the Channel
Islands off California -- of a Late Pleistocene sea-going people following a "kelp highway" from Japan to
Kamchatka, along the south coast of Beringia and Alaska, then southward down the Northwest Coast to
California. Kelp forests are rich in seals, sea otters, fish, seabirds, and shellfish such as abalones and sea
urchins.
The new paper doesn't address the routes early migrants may have taken, but the additional evidence
found in the DNA of the coprolites continues to point to Siberia-east Asian origins. Again, as in 2008, the
human mitochondrial DNA -- passed on maternally -- was from haplogroup A, which is common to Siberia
and found, along with haplogroup B, in Native Americans today.
DNA cannot be directly dated with radiocarbon technology. Instead, researchers extracted components
of the diet eaten by the early inhabitants and washed potentially contaminating carbon out of the coprolites
with distilled water. The digested fibers and carbon fraction were then radiocarbon-dated separately and the
results compared.
The only significant aging difference in 12 such tests involved a camelid coprolite (ice-age llama) that
was dated through its contents to about 14,150 years ago, while its water-soluble extract was dated to
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13,200 years ago. This sample was found below a mud lens that contained one of the Western Stemmed
points and human coprolites dated to between 13,000 and 13,200 years ago.
The meticulous methodology used, Jenkins said, was done to address criticism that the 2008 findings
may have been compromised by contamination, such as the leaching of later DNA from humans by water
and rodent urine downward through the caves' many layers. The new evidence indicates this form of
contamination is not a good explanation for the pre-Clovis human DNA.
"We continued to excavate Paisley Caves from 2009 through 2011," the authors wrote in Science. "To
resolve the question of stratigraphic integrity, we acquired 121 new AMS [accelerator mass spectrometry]
radiocarbon dates on samples of terrestrial plants, macrofossils from coprolites, bone collagen and water
soluble extracts recovered from each of these categories. To date, a total of 190 radiocarbon dates have
been produced from the Paisley Caves."
The UO's archaeological field school, operated by the
Museum of Natural and Cultural History, returned to the
Paisley Caves, under Jenkins' direction, in 2002 to test
conclusions made by UO anthropologist Luther Cressman.
Based on discoveries of artifacts he found in the caves in
1938-1940, Cressman claimed he'd found evidence of
Pleistocene occupation by humans. That claim, based on
technologies at the time, was not readily accepted. He died in
April 1994, still claiming that he had proven his case.
The Paisley Caves are in the Summer Lake basin near
Paisley, about 220 miles southeast of Eugene on the east
side of the Cascade Range. The complex includes eight
Bases of three Western Stemmed
westward-facing caves, all wave-cut shelters, on the highest
projectile points are shown in the hand
shoreline of pluvial Lake Chewaucan, which rose and fell in
of University of Oregon archaeologist
periods of greater precipitation during the Pleistocene, or last
Dennis Jenkins. Credit: Jim Barlow
glacial period.
"Following the recession of lake waters, the caves began to accumulate different kinds of terrestrial
sediments," said co-author Loren Davis, an archaeologist at Oregon State University in Corvallis. "The
caves contain a series of deposits that were created by the combination of wind, gravity, water-borne and
biological processes. Archaeological evidence suggests that humans visited the cave many times, leaving
behind material traces in the form of stone tools, lithic chipping debris, organic craft items, food wastes and
even coprolites. These cultural materials were entombed largely as they were left behind as sediments
continued to accumulate."
The archaeological field school is a program of the UO's Museum of Natural and Cultural History, which
was established in 1936 by the Oregon Legislative Assembly as the official repository for state-held
anthropological collections.
"Oregon is a unique place, with a special geomorphology and rich cultural history," said Kimberly
Andrews Espy, vice president for research and innovation at the UO. "The research conducted by professor
Jenkins and his team helps to tell the story of early human migrations into North America and demonstrates
how the UO's long-running summer archaeological field school continues to provide research and training
opportunities for students and yield important scientific results 76 years after its founding."
More information: "Clovis Age Western Stemmed Projectile Points and Human Coprolites at the
Paisley Caves," by D.L. Jenkins et al., Science, 2012.
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LAS Find of the Month, August 2012:
Members can bring an artifact to be entered into the competition at the monthly meeting, which will be
judged based on the following rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Must be a member of LAS in good standing.
The artifact must be a personal find.
It must have been found within the specified time frame, i.e., within the month prior to the meeting.
The artifact doesn’t have to be a Colorado find—all that matters is that it was found in the last month.

The Find of the Month for August 2012 was made by Steve Campbell
Type: Plains Corner Notch
Material: Flattop Chalcedony
Location: Cheyenne County, Colorado

LAS News and Upcoming Events:
May – October 2012 Free tours are offered by the Lamb Spring Archaeological Preserve in cooperation
with Douglas County Community Planning and Sustainable Development the first
Saturday morning of the month from May through October. For more information visit
the website at http://www.douglas.co.us/lambspring/.
August 25, 2012

8th Annual Nebraska Artifact Show from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm at the Ag Pavilion
Building, Seward County Fairgrounds, Seward, Nebraska.

September 1-3, 2012 Loveland Archaeological Society Labor Day Weekend field trip to the Harris
Ranch at Bosler, Wyoming. A map and instructions will be included in the August
newsletter.
September 4, 2012

September meeting. Program: Andy Coca will give a presentation on a site survey
of the Trans-Pecos region of southwest Texas.

September 8, 2012

8th Annual Indian Nations Fossil and Artifact Show from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm at the
Mabee Center (South Entrance), 81st and Lewis, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Set up Friday,
September 7th, from 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm.

September 29-30,
2012

2012 Loveland Stone Age Fair. If you have any questions you may phone
Kevin Zeeck at 303-682-0471 after 6:30 PM, MDT (kevin.zeeck@gmail.com), or
Janet Wagner at 970-278-4049. As a reminder, there is no buying, selling, or trading
of authentic artifacts, and no soliciting to buy, sell, or trade. For more information go
to http//stoneagefair.com. Plan now to attend!
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